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Chapter 1

Problem case and Planning

1.1 Context

Cloud computing refers to the clouds of distributed computers provide on-
demand resources and services over a network, usually the Internet, with
scale and reliability of a data center. Recently, there is an increasing desire
among companies to outsourcing parts of their products to third parties to
benefit from wide range of resources and increasing the capabilities with-
out investing on new infrastructure, training people etc. Cloud computing
service models can be generally categorized into three models: IaaS (Infras-
tructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service) and SaaS (Software as
a Service). Infrastructure as a Service provides needed infrastructure for the
customer; in other words, customer requests and rents hardware from IaaS
providers but all platform configurations and software installation, e.g. oper-
ating system, should be managed by customer. Amazon’s Elastic Compute
Cloud (EC2) is an example of IaaS. Platform as a Service not only provides
the infrastructure but the platform. PaaS is defined as set of software and
product development tools that are hosted by providers and customers can
develop their product on provider’s infrastructure over the Internet. Google
Apps are examples of PaaS. Software as a Service, offers a specific function-
ality to the customer so infrastructure, platform, software configuration etc.
are not the issues that a customer deals with. SaaS is currently a very broad
market; a web-based email service is an example of this category. Current
application oriented services cannot collaborate with several organizations
in dynamic manner. Most of these products are based on the assumption
of having point to point integration with another party which is basically
because of the limitations of BPEL (Business Process Execution Language)
in describing services interactions. However, today the trend is moving from
statistic view to more dynamic one. Reviewing the main characteristics and
limitations of current BPM (Business Process Modeling) introduces ASNs
(Agile Service Networks) as next generation of service enabled BPM technol-
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6 CHAPTER 1. PROBLEM CASE AND PLANNING

ogy. ASNs provide complex end-to-end service interaction which supports
automation and change management.

1.2 Problem
As the tendency to go to cloud computing among companies is increasing,
the essence of having a model for software engineering in cloud is becoming
more important. This research project is mainly focusing on the possibilities
of using ASN as a model for software engineering in clouds. The main
questions that we try to answer after this research are:

• How and to what degree do ASNs Support each of cloud computing
service models?

• Which ASN properties support which business model?

• Which cloud computing requirements cannot be met?

• How should ASNs be "extended" to meet ALL cloud computing re-
quirements?

1.3 Planning



Chapter 2

Cloud Computing

2.1 Definition

The term “Cloud computing” has been introduced to public media at 2006
for the first time. Although since that time this new computing model has
been evolved a lot; there is no specific definition for it so far. Scientists and
research firms give various definitions of cloud computing from their point
of view; we discuss some of them in this section.

Table 2.1: Cloud computing definitions by chosen research companies
Source Definition
IDC An emerging IT development, deployment and delivery

model,enabling real time delivery of products , services and so-
lutions over the internet(i.e., enabling cloud services)[Gens08]

Gartner A style of computing in which scalable and elastic IT enabled
capabilities are delivered as a service to external customers
using Internet technologies.[Gartner09]

NIST Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, conve-
nient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of config-
urable computing resources(e.g., networks, servers, storage ,
applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and
released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.[NIST11]

YankeeGroup Dynamically scalable, virtualized information services deliv-
ered on demand over the Internet with multi tenant capa-
bility, service level agreements(SLAs) and usage-based pric-
ing.[Yankee09]

According to these definitions, IDC and Gartner have defined “Cloud
computing” as a model of delivering IT-enabled capabilities over the inter-
net however they have not specified the details of services. NIST gives a
more precise definition and explicitly mentions these services can include
networks, servers, storage and also applications. Considering all of these
definitions, scalability, elasticity, virtualization, being on-demand and usage
based pricing can be counted as major characteristics of this new computing
paradigm. Academic resources also give various definitions on this topic;
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8 CHAPTER 2. CLOUD COMPUTING

for example UC Berkeley reliable adaptive distributed systems Laboratory
(RAD Lab) give the following explanation:

“Cloud computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and
the hardware and systems software in the data centers that provide those services. The services
themselves have long been referred to as Software as a Service (SaaS). The data center hardware
and software is what we will call a cloud. When a cloud is made available in a pay-as-you-go
manner to the general public, we call it a public cloud; the service being sold is utility computing.
We use the term private cloud to refer to internal data centers of a business or other organization,
not made available to the general public, when they are large enough to benefit from the advan-
tages of cloud computing that we discuss here. Thus, cloud computing is the sum of SaaS and
utility computing, but does not include small or medium-sized data centers, even if these rely on
virtualization for management. People can be users or providers of SaaS, or users or providers of
utility computing.” [Berkeley10]

And Service Oriented Cyber infrastructure Lab from Rochester Institute
of Technology explains Cloud computing as follows:

“A computing Cloud is a set of network enabled services, providing scalable, QOS guaranteed,
normally personalized, inexpensive computing platforms on demand, which could be accessed in
a simple and pervasive way.”[Rochester08]

As [Berkeley10] defines the concept of cloud computing as sum of utility
computing and SaaS; Today, basic essential utility services such as water,
electricity, gas and telephony are frequently available on demand such that
they are available whenever there is a need and customers just pay for the
service they use; it’s believed that computing in 21st century is becoming
another essential utility which should be readily available and similarly con-
sumers just pay for the service they receive. This idea first was propounded
by John McCarthy at 1961; from long time ago providing data centers, net-
work band width and hardware as service exists and that’s why still some
references consider the lower layer of cloud computing as utility comput-
ing. Although we can think about cloud computing as evolution of utility
computing, virtualization at physical layer can be counted as its major new
feature. [Springer10 a] .

As mentioned above Cloud computing is still an open issue with different
definitions and diverse ideas and discussions about its structure and charac-
teristics. I tried to summarize these discussions to form a cloud computing
representation model as follows. Selected references for each part are given
accordingly:
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Figure1 - Cloud computing representation model

Figure 1 demonstrates five most known aspects of cloud computing which
are usually discussed in resources. The main structure of this model is de-
rived from the definition of National Institute of Standards and Technology
about cloud computing; however, it’s populated with information from other
resources too.

2.2 Deployment Models
Public cloud refers to provision of data center and software services run by a
third party to public via the Internet in pay-as-you-go manner[Berkeley10].
Public cloud is the most known concept of cloud computing which almost
all the references agree on it. Although public cloud introduces beneficial
solutions to run enterprises such as infinite number of infrastructure and
up-front cost reduction, still some companies are reluctant to move towards
a public cloud and keep sensitive data on the other side of the fire wall. On
the other hand, they are still eager to take advantage of new technologies
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such as virtualization to reduce the maintenance cost of their infrastructure.
The best solution for these companies is private cloud which refers to the
data centers that are owned by a single company who has full control over
the infrastructure and the raw hardware resources are virtualized. By means
of virtualization companies can increase their server utilization rate up to
35 percent [Springer10 a]; so, not only the sensitive data would stay under
control, they can benefit from all the awesome advantages of virtualization
as well. Although the term “Private Cloud” is used in most of references
, there are still debates on having them included in cloud computing. For
example , [Berkely10] believes that since Private Clouds do not meet the
necessary conditions of cloud computing such as enjoying from infinite num-
ber of resources on demand and elimination of up- front cost they should
not be included in this area. Hybrid clouds are combination of private and
public clouds that provide companies the opportunity of deciding on to what
extent run their applications on public clouds. It means that, they can keep
security-sensitive applications on their own infrastructure behind the fire-
wall while running less sensitive applications on public cloud to enjoy the
benefits of infinite scalable resources. Although hybrid clouds can be consid-
ered as a solution to benefit from the advantages of both private and public
clouds , they introduce complication to the whole system such as security
issues and management of different infrastructures which make the decision
of moving towards hybrid clouds a critical choice that is not suitable for all
kinds of applications.[Springer10 a]

2.3 Service Models

2.3.1 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)

Infrastructure as service refers to provision of storage, processing , network
and any other computing resources as service. IaaS providers usually offer
virtualized infrastructure instead of only raw hardware and take all the re-
sponsibilities of hardware configuration. On the other hand, deployers do not
have any access to manage underlying infrastructure but they are in charge
of operating system configuration and all the other required software and
services[Springer10 a ],[IJLTC11 a]. One of the well known IaaS products is
Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud(EC2) which provides a virtual computing
environment to run different kinds of applications with support of diverse
operating systems. In order to use EC2 environment, users need to either
make Amazon Machine Image(AMI) includes OS and all the needed applica-
tions and libraries or select the suitable version from globally available AMI
list; A system can composed of several AMI instances (Application Server
, Data Server , Web Server) and the user is able to request any number of
instances he needs but EC2 charges for the time the instance is alive and S3
charges for data transfer. [FGC08 a],[AmazonEC2]
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2.3.2 Platform as a Service (PaaS)

Platform as a service can be seen as an abstract layer on top of infrastructure
and below application layer. Although some references such as [Berkeley10]
believe that PaaS and IaaS should be considered together since the distinc-
tion line between infrastructure and platform is open to negotiation; many
other companies and references discuss these two separately. According to
[Springer10 a ] PaaS is mostly targeted for software developers to develop
and deploy applications on cloud with capabilities to manage upscaling auto-
matically when the usage of the application is increasing. Google AppEngine
is one of the famous products which offers a strong platform to develop and
deploy applications that are compatible with either Java Virtual Machine
(JVM) or Python environments. Customers only develop their software
based on the platform specifications and upload it on the engine without
being worry about underlying infrastructure. Google AppEngine by making
use of APIs takes all the responsibilities of data distribution, replication ,
load balancing and upscaling which eliminates all the efforts needed to con-
figure and manage servers, network etc. and provides customers to focus
on their core competencies. However, providing all of these facilities has a
major drawback which is making the application totally dependent to the
current platform [GoogleAppEngine] , [IJLTC11 a].

2.3.3 Software as a Service (SaaS)

Software as a Service refers to provision of software applications in pay-
as-you-go manner that are running on cloud infrastructure and accessed
through the internet via thin client interfaces such as web browsers. The
consumers neither have knowledge nor control to manage the underlying
infrastructure but they can only do limited customization on the deployed
application if it is allowed by the provider. [NIST11],[Springer10 a] Similar
to other cloud computing service models, the main attractive feature of SaaS
is cost reduction for both providers and consumers. From customers point
of view, the upfront cost is totally eliminated since prepration and configu-
ration of underlying infrastructure including network, servers, databases as
well as efforts on management, updating and hosting are not their respon-
sibilities any more but providers’. Moreover, purchase of software licsense is
also replaced with payment for the service being used which is really bene-
fitial for consumers. Service providers may be more interested in PaaS and
IaaS; they can develop their application on a ready platform and run it on
the infrastructure of a third party so not only they will be saved from high
priced licsenses but also they can delegate infrastructure management into
a third party and focus on their core comptencies.[Springer10 a] In recent
years SaaS has been used to deliver different kinds of business applications
such as accounting , human resource management , customer relationship
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management and so on. Google Docs , Google email , Google maps and
Salesforce.com are some examples of most well known SaaS products.

2.4 Essential Characteristics

In this section the essential characteristics of cloud computing that are col-
lected from different references are discussed.

2.4.1 Non-functional Aspects

• On-demand self-service is one of the most known characteristics
that is usually used in the definition of cloud computing. Being on-
demand means customer can ask for resources(e.g. server, network ,
storage) and they will be available automatically so there is no need to
do arrangements with each of the providers before.[NIST11][Rochester08]

• Elasticity refers to the capability of cloud systems in scaling up or
down when the requirements are changing. Scalability can be consid-
ered both horizontally where the number of needed instances changes
and vertically where the size of the system (e.g. number of users)
differs and leads to change in the required amount of resources. [Eu-
roCom10],[NIST11]

• Availability is one the nessecary characteristics of cloud systems
which is attractive for customers; thanks to scalability feature, avail-
ability is gauranteed by provision of service/data redundancy to cover
failures and fault tolerance. Moreover, load balancing is provided by
distributing data across different resources while keeping them syn-
chronous by replication strategies. [EuroCom10]

• ReliabilityAccording to [EuroCom10], recently applications are mostly
data centric and to run these applications on cloud, reliability is cru-
cial. Although availability and reliability are more similar than to be
different characteristics, with reliability we mainly focus on prvention
from loss of data and program execution , so likely, redundant use
of resources can guarantee high reliability of cloud systems; however,
redundancy is moving from hardware based to be more software based
(e.g. redundancy in file system vs. RAID controllers )

• Agility and Adaptability refers to the ability of cloud systems to
react rapidly into requirement changes which can be different needs on
either size or type of asked resources; thanks to elastic capabilities of
cloud systems not only reaction to the changes is fast but also adapta-
tion into different environmental conditions is also doable.[EuroCom10],[NIST11]
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• QOS guarantied offer Cloud computing environments can guar-
anty the quality of the service by rendering the Service Level Agree-
ment( SLA) with the customer; SLA is a kind of contract between
service providers and consumers where negotiation on performance
, availability , serviceability , CPU speed , I/O bandwidth , billing
etc. is done and any violation from agreements would be penalized.
[Rochester08],[EuroCom10]

• Usability Cloud services can be accessed with simple methods; cloud
interfaces do not force customers to change their habits from operating
system , programming language , platform etc. Despite grid computing
that users had to learn grid specific commands to be able to use the
service, cloud computing users can easily prepare their instance with
preferred operating system and all other application and it on the
infrastructure offered as a service. Moreover, cloud client software
that needs to be installed are usually very light and easy to download;
cloud interfaces are also easy to use and only need web browser or web
services frameworks.[Rochester08]

2.4.2 Economic Aspects

• Turning CAPEX (CAPital EXpenditures )into OPEX( OP-
erational EXpenditures)
It is one of the most popular characteristics of cloud computing which
is specially beneficial for the systems that demand is not clear in the
beginning or changes with time(e.g. Providing data center for peak
load). In conventional hosting, companies should provide data cen-
ters and underlying infrastructure in a way that supports their pos-
sible need in future ; so not only the estimation of future need could
be wrong ,but they have to spend a lot to build and maintain such
an infrastructure that could only be required for a short period of
time. Thanks to cloud computing, these capital expenditures turns
into operational expenditures by outsourcing computation resources
and ask for a service just when it is needed. So, the up front cost
will be totally eliminated and customers only pay for the service they
use.[EuroCom10] , [Berkeley10]

• Return Of Investment(ROI)
It’s one of the most known negotiation about deciding to outsource
resources ; for investors it is important that the costs of employing
cloud system would be out weighted by its economic benefits. There
are different ideas about that and some references believe that there
is still no guarantee on it but [Berkeley10] argues that even if renting
a powerful infrastructure from a third party is much more expensive
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than improving the local infrastructure into that power , it still will
be beneficial because of the capabilities of cloud systems in elasticity
and fault tolerance. [EuroCom10],[Berkeley10]

• Improved time to market
It has be always a difficulty for small or medium sized markets to offer
their product on time and be competitive with large companies; in
conventional hosting, they should spend time on building underlying
infrastructure to run their product and they are always on the risk to
miss the best time of selling their product. For large companies , the
scenario is from the other way around; adding new capabilities should
be done without affecting the performance of other essential function-
alities to be able to stay competitive. Outsourcing infrastructure is a
solution for both of these scenarios.[EuroCom10]

• Going Green [EuroCom10],[Buyya11]
In the area of green IT cloud computing can be discussed both from
decreasing carbon footprint and reducing energy consumption cost.
The specific features and capabilities of cloud systems that can be
argued are as follows:

– Dynamic Provisioning: Conventional hosting necessitates build-
ing underlying infrastructure for worst case demand which means
providing servers that are needed for a short period of time and
are mostly idle during the year. Cloud computing gives the oppor-
tunity to ask for a service on demand which considerably reduce
the number of unused resources.

– Multi tenancy: Multi tenancy is one of the excellent features
of cloud systems which assigns the same resource into several
customer at a time; this technology helps to reduce the number
of running servers and consequently reduction of carbon emission.

– Server utilization: Generally, on-premise infrastructure runs
with low utilization. For different purpose applications , sepa-
rated servers are usually needed ; however, they are not efficiently
used considering their power consumption. Cloud systems are
based on virtualized hardware that allows to run different appli-
cations on the same server but in isolated environment.Therefore,
not only the number of unnecessary servers decreases, the active
servers run with the highest utilization up to 70 percent that can
never be reached by on-premise resources.

– Data center efficiency: Data centers designed for major cloud
providers are using the most energy efficient technologies to re-
duce the power consumption. They make use of different meth-
ods such as water or air cooling , professional power management
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techniques etc. to maximaize energy efficiency. Statistics show
that cloud data centers save electricity around 40 percent more
than traditional data centers.

2.5 Enabling Technologies

• Virtualization: Virtualization is one of the essential technologies
which conceals the complexity of lower layers from users and offers
high flexibility. Basically, virtualization of resources can be done at dif-
ferent levels including VM(Virtual Machine) level and platform level.
Virtual Machine level makes it possible to install and run different ap-
plications on the same physical machine within their isolated environ-
ment ; however, platform level discusses the possibility of executing
applications on coherent resources which are offered by different in-
frastructure providers.[Buyya11] Virtualization supports the following
issues[EuroCom10]:

1. Usability: By hiding the complexities of infrastructure layer
such as configuration and management of resources, users can just
concentrate on develpment of their products without worrying
about underlying layer.

2. Infrastructure independency: which results in not only higher
interoperability of applications but flexibility of underlying ifras-
tructure as well. Customers just interact with a virtual environ-
ment that means any changes in the lower layer(adding/removing
servers) can be done withouth affecting users’ applications.

3. Location independency: which means the physical location of
resources is not taken into consideration any more and services
can be accessed from any where.

• Resource Pooling: Resource pooling means the providers’ resources
including network, storage, processing , memory etc. are pooled to
serve different customers by use of multi-tenant model on the same
infrastructure potentially at the same time.[NIST11] Generally, multi
tenancy is an issue which is argued about software applications. The
idea is that instead of installing each single instance of the software
specifically for a customer on his/her servers ; just keeping one instance
of the software running on a server and supplying all the customers
with the same resources which are carefully shared between them.
Such an application has its own complexities and needs specific archi-
tecture and infrastructure to be able to maintain different customers’
data on the same physical machine; however, it has considerable bene-
fits such as improving server utilization, energy consumption efficiency
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and also ease of managing updates. When it comes to cloud comput-
ing area, multi tenancy can be applied much easier than on-premises
environments. The idea is that instead of running only single instance
of application, there can be more instances of application based on
demand but they can be executed on their isolated virtual machine
and still on one or more physical servers. Therefore, providers still
benefit from single tenant model with less efforts.

• Measured Service: In order to provide pay-as-you-go model of billing,
cloud systems are able to monitor, measure , report and control the
usage of services. These reports are also useful for both providers and
consumers as expose the precise amount of their usage and can be
helpful in companies’ statistics and next decisions.[NIST11]

• Web Service and SOA: Software as a Service is usually exposed
as web service while the including standards of web services such as
SOAP, UDDI , XML and WSDL are well matched to cloud needs. Fur-
thermore, service orchestration and composition inside the cloud can
be done based on Service Oriented Architechure which gives instruc-
tions on making major business services from smaller ones, the con-
tracts between service providers and consumers and the standards that
both sides should follow to be able to interact with each other.[Rochester08]

• Web 2.0: Is an emerging techonolgy which aims in collaboration ,
information sharing and creativity in web design. The techniques and
features that are mainly involved are CSS, JAX , XML , Mashups ,
Wikis , weblogs , social networks etc. The main idea behid web 2.0
is to improve the interaction between web applications; since cloud
services are naturally web applications but with the capabilities of
using resources on demand and in pay as you go manner they can be
seen as evolution for the nature of web 2.0.[Rochester08]

• Distributed storage systems: Mainly targets cloud storage sys-
tems which keep data on distributed resources. Clearly, consistency
of replicated data in such an environment is crucial and needs to be
carefully managed. Not only the system should track the location of
data center and calculate the time needed for replication , the size of
replica also varies from time to time that should be taken into consid-
eration.[EuroCom10]

• APIs and Programming enhancement: On of the main features
of cloud computing is the easy to use programmign model. Previ-
ousely, programmers had to consider supporting scalability and supply
it in their code ; however, cloud systems let the programmers to not
worry about this issue anymore and deligate all the responsibilities of
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scalability to the system. Furthermore, Application Programming In-
terface(API) plays an important role in programming model of cloud
systems to be able to interact with database and underlying infras-
tructure.[EuroCom10]

2.6 Cloud Computing Architecture

Generally, we can imagine the architecture of cloud computing as a software
stack with three layers including user application , platform and infrastruc-
ture levels.[Buyya11] has nicely presented this architecture with existing
products at each layer which can be seen in figure 2.

  

Figure2 - Cloud Computing Architecture
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2.7 Cloud Components

2.8 Obstacles
In all the previous sections the advantages and capabilities of cloud systems
covered; however, there are also some discussing issues in this area.In this
section 10 major obstacles in cloud computing that are specifically argued
in [Berkeley10] are presented.

1. Availability/ Business continuity: When we talk about availabil-
ity the main issue would be avoiding "single point of failure". Even-
though availability as discussed in the section of characteristics can be
seen as one of the non-functional aspects of cloud systems, it can be
in the list of obstacles at the same time. One of the main concerns
of companies to migrate to cloud is guarantee of business continuity;
generally, managing cloud system just with a single cloud provider
means single point of failure. Even if the provider keeps data on geo-
graphically distributed data centers it may use common infrastructure
software to interact with data centers, furthermore, the provider may
totally go out of business. The solution suggested by [Berkeley10] is
to use multiple cloud providers so the failure of one of the providers
cannot affect the main business.

2. Data Lock-In: Although cloud computing aims to maximize inter-
operability there are still essential dependencies between storage and
software infrastructure; in order to interact with database API pro-
gramming is needed; however, the specifications to communicate with
underlying layer varies from one provider to another and still there is
no standard for that. It means that customer data will be locked in the
storage of one provider and cannot be migrated to another one easily.
This issue is one of the reasons that still some companies are reluctant
to move to cloud infrastructure.[Berkeley10] argues that defintion of
standards for these APIs is necessary which can substantially solve
this problem. Consequently, customers can use a single software in-
frastructure but employ different providers and sit on the safe side if
the data lost on one the data centers or a provider goes out of business.
Standardizing APIs effectively improve cloud market and increase ten-
dency among companies to move towards hybrid clouds as they will be
able to use the same software infrastructure for private cloud as well
as public cloud [Berkeley10].

3. Data confidentiality and Auditability: One of the most critical
issues about cloud systems is guaranteeing data confidentiality from
outside of cloud as well as inside. While security solutions to protect
cloud data centers from outside attacks do not differ from non-cloud
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data centers, this issue is more complicated for inside the cloud. The
main complexity arises from the fact that different entities involved
in the cloud and take parts of security task; in other words, the re-
sponsibility of data protection is spreaded between users, vendors and
probably third parties which can be defined at different levels; whilst
the lowest layer(physical layer) protection involved in vendors’ duties,
users should take care of the application level and the intermediate
layers are shared between them which basically depends on the ab-
straction level of exposing service to the customer; the lower abstrac-
tion level the more responsibility for users. However, there are also
companies that offer security services and users can deligate this crit-
ical issue to them. Security issues inside the cloud can be seen from
three different directions; protecting providers from thefts or denial
of service by users , protecting users from other users and protecting
users from providers. Virtualization of underlying infrastructure is
one of the solutions that almost cover the first and second situations
since it still depends on how good being applied on the system; besides
the possible bugs of virtualization methods should also be taken into
consideration; but these are the issues that are also relevant to non-
cloud systems. The third situation is not likely to happen directly by
providers but as a result of neglection such as removing hard disk with-
out wiping data from it; although these are not the problems relevant
to cloud system but using data encryption is strongly recommended
to avoid such problems. Having auditability implemented as an addi-
tional layer on top of virtualized resources is also an idea which can
potentially increase security of the system.[Berkeley10]

4. Data transfer Bottlenecks: Nowadays, applications are getting
more and more data centric, aside the tendency to run these appli-
cations on cloud systems is increasing; as cloud computing basically
deals with distributed systems , transferring huge amount of data from
one data center to another on current limited network bandwidth is
becoming a chanllenge from cost point of view as well as long trans-
mission time. [Berkeley10] argues that an idea can be shipping hard
disks instead of sending data online in such cases to improve both cost
and potentially accelerate the operation.

5. Performance unpredictability: Although sharing CPU and mem-
ory by making use of virtual machines is done perfectly, there are still
problems in sharing netwrok and disks I/O. One solution is operat-
ing systems provide the possibility of virtualizing I/O channels and
interrupts; using flash memories instead of hard disks in such situa-
tions is said to be useful. The advantage of flash memories is that not
only they keep data in power offs, but also it does not have moving
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part to access data so the process of read/write is considerably sped
up.[Berkeley10]

6. Scalable Storage: In the section of characteristics of cloud systems,
rapid elasticity has been mentioned as key feature; nevertheles , it is
mainly the advantage of computation clouds but not storage. Scala-
bility of storage systems is still an open to negotiation and research
however, creating a storage system with all the current user expec-
tations plus capabilities in scaling up and down to match with cloud
systems can be thought as a solution [Berkeley10].

7. Bugs in Large Distributed Systems: One of the biggest chal-
lenges of running cloud systems is error elimination. These systems
are naturally huge and distributed and debugging them usually needs
to reproduce errors in large scale environment which is almost impossi-
ble. One solution would be creating debbugers to work on distributed
virtual machines [Berkeley10].

8. Scaling quickly: Pay-as-you-go manner billing mainly makes sense
for storage and network bandwidth where the scale of measuring is
clearly occupied space but when in comes to computation resources ,
measurment would be different and usually dependent on virtualiza-
tion level. Some providers charge users by cpu cycles or the number of
hours their instance is alive. An idea would be automatically response
to loads by scaling up/down that is still an open research issue. Au-
tomatically scaling, not only can reduce costs but provide efficiently
energy consumption to decrease the effects of carbon foot prints on
environment.[Berkeley10]

9. Reputation Fate sharing: Hosting applications in a share environ-
ment makes it possible that bad behaviour of one user affects reputa-
tion of other customers who are using the same cloud such as black
listing all the IP addresses of EC2 because of detecting sending spam
. One solution to this problem would be using reputation guarding
services such as "trusted email" [Berkeley10].

10. Software Licensing: Software Licensing is an issue which should be
considered differently in cloud systems. Despite traditional systems
where a software license is dedicated to an instance for a specific pe-
riod of time, cloud systems need a kind of licensing that only charges
users for the time it is using. Some of the major software companies
has already started to provide such licensign matches into cloud envi-
ronment. For example, Microsoft has offered the license for running
Windows and SQL Server on Amazon EC2 infrastructure. Besides,
there has alwayse been tendency to use open source software instead
of commercial ones in order to benefit from free licensing.[Berkeley10]
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2.9 Mapping Cloud characteristics into Service
models

In this section I have tried to map different cloud characteristics that are
discussed in previous sections into the service model which can be involved.
Table below demonstrates this mapping:

Table 2.2: Mapping of cloud characteristics into service models
Characteristics IaaS PaaS SaaS
On-demand * * *
Elasticity For computation

not Storage
Availability * * *
Reliability * * *
Agility *
QOS guarantee * * *
Usability * * *
CAPEXtoOPEX * *
ROI * *
Green-Dynamic Provi-
sioning

* *

Green-Multi tanency *
Green-Server utilization *
Green-Data center effi-
ciency

*

Time to Market * *
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Chapter 3

Agile Service Networks

Today, the business environment is changing rapidly; customers demand on
personalized, fast responsive services; everyday new technologies are borne
which make the communication around the world much easier; to stay still
competitive , companies need to design IT background for greater speed
and flexible to new delivery models such as mobile devices and cloud. In
such a dynamic environment adapting to changes (e.g. changing in require-
ments, demands, technologies, programming languages etc.) is a must for
IT companies ,though it cannot be achieved with solid IT-strategies and tra-
ditional business process models based on individuality and independency,
but dynamic business networks enjoying virtualized service systems. The
new generation of service-enabled Business Process Management (BPM) in-
troduces strategies to create and develop collaborative business processes
and connecting the entire business value chain. Such collaborative complex
service interactions introduce the concept of Agile Service Networks.
ASNs are still very new paradigm with no clear definition. In literature, dif-
ferent descriptions on ASNs are given from diverse perspectives which can
be seen in Table 3.1 .

According to the references, we can say that ASNs are dynamic networks
of services which are the result of complex interactions among business al-
liances to satisfy the enterprise’s goals. In [IBM09], IBM proposes a “layer
cake” composition model for dynamic business networks as follows:

23
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Figure1 - IBM "LayerCake" Model

This model comprises three layers including business strategy (Dynamic
Business Network) layer on top of Business Process Management which is
supported by Service-Oriented Architecture. Considering the characteristics
of Agile Service Networks, we can say that ASNs can be fit into this model
as a kind of dynamic business network. Therefore, in this chapter a brief
introduction to each layer is given as background information and then the
top layer is discussed in more details.

3.1 Service – Oriented Architecture (SOA) [Red-
books04]

While IT world is changing to cut the costs and benefits from more advanced
technologies, the IT companies are facing two main challenges including het-
erogeneity and changes. Improvements in technologies continue to accelerate
the changes in customers’ requirements; as a result, business organizations
are evolving from individual business paradigms to more new one focusing
on extended supply chain. Such a paradigm should provide instructions to
develop applications with loosely coupled, protocol independent and loca-
tion transparent characteristics. Since SOA-enabled applications are able
to operate in dynamic, heterogeneous, unpredictable environment there is
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upward trend in moving toward Service Oriented Architecture among orga-
nizations. SOA is an architectural style for linking business-aligned services
which can be composed to fulfill business needs. In this context, service
refers to coarse-grained software entity which can interact with other appli-
cations and services in loosely- coupled, message- based communication.SOA
offers a rather simple reference model for development and deployment which
is based on “ publish -find-bind and invoke” between the main collabora-
tors including service provider, consumer and broker. The scenario starts
from service consumer who enquiries service broker for a specific application
(Find); the broker poses a pool of descriptions to different service applica-
tions that are provided by various service providers (Publish); so, considering
consumer’s request, the broker finds the most suitable service application
from the pool and sends related information to the consumer(Find); the con-
sumer uses returned information to invoke needed service application from
provider(bind and invoke). Web services are relatively new technologies that
are famous for implementation of service – oriented architecture; however,
they are not the only technology for SOA implementation. Web services
provide the possibility of distributed computing to integrate heterogeneous
software applications over the internet; they are based on four main open
technologies including extensible Markup Language (XML), Simple Object
Access Protocol (SOAP), Universal Description, Discovery and Integration
(UDDI) and Web Services Description Language (WSDL). Based on XML
standards, web services can be developed and deployed in any programming
language, operating system and hardware which means that they are loosely
coupled software components. Basic implementation of web services is us-
ing point-to-point SOAP/HTTP communication between service providers
and consumers which is not a problem in small scale but when it comes to
enterprise scale it will look like “spaghetti” which is not flexible to changes,
where consumers should provide different adapters to communicate with di-
verse providers. Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is a technology to advanced
implementation of web services in order to solve mentioned problems. ESB
acts as a layer between consumers and providers in order to virtualization of
services and making the business logic independent from infrastructure and
network. It can be seen as a middle ware service which supports verity of
communication styles (synchronous, asynchronous, request-reply, call back
etc.) , quality of services (performance, security, guaranteed on message de-
livery), APIs, platforms and standard protocols. In this context, consumers
and providers communicate through ESB where their messages are queued
and transformed into needed message format and sent via required protocol.
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3.2 Business Process Management (BPM)

Today, enterprises are facing more complex products comprises several appli-
cations and human interactions; such environment opens up new challenges
to managers regarding the management of several standards, divers appli-
cation interfaces, process automation etc. Business Process Management
addresses these challenges; it is referred both as management principle and
a suit of technologies which support the life cycle of business process includ-
ing definition, deployment, execution, analysis, changes and redeployment.
In this context, business process refers to a set of interconnected activities
that are aiming to provide specific result for a customer or market; it can
be as simple as order fulfillment or as complex as calculating taxes. The
largest possible process in an organization is called value chain which can be
decomposed into several core business processes. At runtime, each business
process may have multiple instances and each instance comprises several ac-
tivities that are probably running concurrently. Work flow engine, based on
business s process definition manages the operation of instance activities.[S-
CUBE08]

3.2.1 BPM and SOA Handshake

Considering the capabilities of BPM and SOA, the new generation of service-
enabled BPM is defined which makes it possible to layering BPM on top of
SOA and assign business process to services. Service identification can be
done in both top-down and bottom-up approaches. Top-down approach
is more usual for developing enterprise level software products; however,
bottom-up approach is mainly used to identifying redundancies for logic/
code (e.g. replacing part of the code with a new service)[ BPTrends07].
Here, top-down approach is discussed more in details since it’s more rele-
vant to the project topic. The proposed model in [S-CUBE08] comprises six
layers as can be seen in Figure 2. The topmost layer contains the enterprise
processes from the same domain; the second layer contains business process
that can be identified from value chain ; these processes are decomposed
into subsets which will be business services at third layer that is also known
as orchestration layer. These business services are supported by technical
utility services for monitoring, authentication, security etc. these infras-
tructure services are usually considered as part of Enterprise Service Bus
(ESB). Business Activity Monitoring (BAM), refers to monitoring the busi-
ness activities to measure Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and sending
notification in case of deviation. KPIs are critical factors that are speci-
fied by a firm to be measured in order to evaluate the performance of the
firm. In order to evaluate the performance of a firm in an ASN, the KPIs
should be measured; furthermore, Service Level Agreements (SLAs) that are
the agreed quality of service between provider (department, enterprise etc.)
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and consumer (end user) should be taken into considerations. So, business
process management does value network analysis making use of measured
KPIs and map it to SLAs to check deviations. Since ESB is aware of all
invocations and has access to all service contracts this mapping is possible.
The realization layer specifies the components that are used to implement
services such as wrapped Java components. These components communi-
cate with operational systems, underlying layer, such as databases or ERP
that provide needed data or operational function for them. Considering the
model above, the phases of BMP life cycle can be considered as follows:
According to the value chain, business process modeling is done to graph-
ically show the business processes to be defined; modeling can be done by
use of different tools such as UML activity diagrams or Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPMN). This model is still at high-level description
of business processes and doesn’t contain technical information to be exe-
cutable. At next step, business process model is translated to executable
model of services by means of WS-BPEL (Web Services Business Process
Execution Language) and finally the service orchestration is deployed to
process engine[S-CUBE08].

  

Figure2 - Service Enabled BPM model

that are specified by a firm to be measured in order to evaluate the per-
formance of the firm. In order to evaluate the performance of a firm in an
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ASN, the KPIs should be measured; furthermore, Service Level Agreements
(SLAs) that are the agreed quality of service between provider (department,
enterprise etc.) and consumer (end user) should be taken into considerations.
So, business process management does value network analysis making use
of measured KPIs and map it to SLAs to check deviations. Since ESB is
aware of all invocations and has access to all service contracts this mapping
is possible. The realization layer specifies the components that are used to
implement services such as wrapped Java components. These components
communicate with operational systems, underlying layer, such as databases
or ERP that provide needed data or operational function for them. Consid-
ering the model above, the phases of BMP life cycle can be considered as
follows: According to the value chain, business process modeling is done to
graphically show the business processes to be defined; modeling can be done
by use of different tools such as UML activity diagrams or Business Process
Modeling Notation (BPMN). This model is still at high-level description
of business processes and doesn’t contain technical information to be exe-
cutable. At next step, business process model is translated to executable
model of services by means of WS-BPEL (Web Services Business Process
Execution Language) and finally the service orchestration is deployed to
process engine[S-CUBE08].

Service orchestration [Chandra04]

Nowadays, web services are the building blocks for most of software appli-
cations; however, by increasing the complexity of applications the imple-
mentation of web services becomes more and more difficult. Complex web
services are themselves composed of smaller and simpler web service com-
ponents. Composite web services are developed by use of languages such as
BPEL4WS; orchestrated in either centralized or decentralized fashion and
executed by an engine such as BPWS4J. Typically the orchestrated web ser-
vice is executed by a single coordinator node which is responsible for all the
interactions between web service components and data flow; this method
which is known as centralized orchestration, makes a bottle neck out of the
coordination node since all the interactions are passed from coordinator in-
stead of being just between the source and consumer nodes. Furthermore,
these extra communications increase the network traffic which affects the
performance of the system at high load. Nevertheless, the implementation
and error handling of this method is much simpler. Decentralized orchestra-
tion is a method which improves performance and decrease response time
on one hand but increases the complexity of the system. Thanks to the
capabilities of BPEL4WS it is possible to control the dependencies between
web service components and divide the code into several portions that can
be run on multiple engines at distributed locations. Each composite web
service on an engine is complete in implementation and performs indepen-
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dently; however, it is a portion of the original web service. These engines
directly communicate with each other rather than sending messages to a co-
ordinator node thus removing the bottle neck node, distributing data across
the network in order to reduce the network traffic, adding the possibility
of concurrent operations and asynchronous messaging between engines con-
siderably improves the entire system performance and scalability. However,
the implementation and fault tolerance of such distributed system is difficult
and complex.

3.3 Agile Service Networks (ASNs)
Today, we are witnessing main changes in the business world; there exist
markets where various numbers of organizations from tens to thousands
involved e.g. automation industry, computer industry etc. To satisfy the
requirements and complexities of such market, single companies have to go
beyond organizational boundaries to collaborate with business alliances.

  

Figure 3- Example of Business Network Process (BNP) from [Elsevier08]

Figure 3, depicts an example of a market involving several organiza-
tions. Each organization has its internal business process to satisfy a local
goal; the graphs inside the ellipses are referring to internal business pro-
cess. Taking into account that local business process can be described at
different three different levels including conceptual which defines only the
logical view , internal level which demonstrates mapping of business pro-
cess to local infrastructure and external level which represents a conceptual
level specifications like process view that is meant to be viewed by other
organizations. Thinking of a global goal at market level, involved organi-
zations should work as a business network contributing on the overall goal;
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in this network, companies are seen as nodes (ellipses in the above picture)
and communicate through a peer-to-peer network. To act in peer to peer
network, the local business processes of the companies (at external level)
need to be synchronized which is doable by connecting the local business
process in a network called Business Network Process (BNP). All the stories
mentioned above suits well in a static market where there exists a stable
virtual enterprise and organizations with not many changes in the demands,
requirements and products where forming BNP takes months, but not suf-
ficient for a dynamic market which implies frequent changes in global goals
and needs the BNPs be formed without previous plans during a few days.
In order to address this issue, [Elsevier08] introduces the concept of Instant
Virtual Enterprise (IVE) which is a virtual enterprise structured on -the –fly
during integration of local business process to satisfy the global market’s goal
which operates in peer-to-peer basis. It believes the operation of BNP in
IVE leads to the concept of Dynamic Business Network Process Manage-
ment (DBNPM). DBNPM benefits from the traditional BPM instructions;
however, not only supports inter organizational business processes at local
level but also those dynamic, intra organizational processes at market level.
Considering the available definitions of Agile Service Networks, we can say
that the concept of “Dynamic Business Network Process “discussed in [Else-
vier08] can be assumed as another definition of ASNs. [Elsevier08] proposes
an approach from global goal definition to enacting the whole system which
can be helpful to understand formation and operation of ASNs from both
business and technical perspectives. The scenario starts with goal decom-
position in order to form a team accompanies to achieve the global goal.
Well decomposition needs thorough knowledge of the goal and also differs
from domain to domain, but authors believe in design engineering method
base on set of knowledge structures and problem-solving approaches to col-
lect enough information for goal decomposition. Knowledge based problem
solving approach is complemented by use of agent based software technol-
ogy to organize the modules of decomposition and forming the team that
results in specifications of the parts and the services supplying them. Hav-
ing identified service specifications, service suppliers should be found from
the existing database of suppliers’ information. Ideally, there exist required
service suppliers and after competition and negotiation on service require-
ments the team can be formed up. However, there might be situations that
we fail to find a provider for a specific service; bottom-up approach fits into
these situations better; the required service is announced on a kind of notice
board which is observed by a community of service providers. There might
be providers who can partially provide the service but they all together can
provide a full solution. Having the full solution, the best of according to
requirements and criteria is selected and team is formed. The next step
is workflow composition which is done in two phases controlling the data
flow dependencies between local workflows and verification and validation
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of global workflow to form BNP. At this stage the system is ready for enact-
ment which is done by service orchestration (I believe decentralized service
orchestration) of the global Process by use of BPEL and executing the local
processes (web services).

3.4 ASNs Characteristics

According to literatures the main characteristics of ASNs can be considered
as follows:

• Dynamic Almost all of the references,[S-CUBE08] [ServiceScience10]
[FoSEC11] [ICSE09] point out dynamicity as the main charactersitic
of ASNs. [ICSOC09] argues ASNs are able to be adapted to instance
specific problems (e.g. failures , SLA violation , changes in QOS ,
increased number of service requests) as well as context changes in
business domain while the former situation is achieved by applying
built-in adaptation at design time and the latter needs specific adap-
tation strategy chosen at runtime.

• Business-Oriented All the references advocate that ASNs result
from collaborative interactions among different organizations; they are
dynamic business networks which can be analyzed in order to maxi-
mize business value.[ServiceScience10],[Dubois] [FoSEC11] exemplifies
ASNs with an outsourcing scenario where outsourcing and outsourced
companies make a service-driven business alliance.

• Collaborative ASNs results from collaborations between organiza-
tions which are part of a virtual enterprise and aiming to satisfy the
entire enterprise goal; as ASNs executes mission-critical business pro-
cesses there exist official agreements between business alliances that
are basis of collaboration.[FoSEC11] describes this collaboration again
by outsourcing example where increasing the quality of the service
from outsourcing company forces the outsourced company to ask for
another collaborating party.

• Emergent ASNs are still a very new paradigm with no clear defini-
tion , methodologies , tools etc. From references [ServiceScience10]
[Dubois] [S-CUBE08] it can be concluded that ASNs are formed as a
consequence of teaming up between business alliances. [FoSEC11] dis-
cusses the situation of outsourcing where the outsourced company also
outsources smaller services and so on. In this situation the "emergent"
network incrementally grows up without any previous engineering.

• Based on Peer-to-Peer topology ASNs are forming in situations
that there is a need to actors who are co-producers and co-innovators
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of services; in these situations there is no centralized coordination
but peer-to-peer communication among participants.[S-CUBE09] [El-
sevier08]

3.5 An industrial example of ASNs

In this section a business situation that includes Agile Service Networks
(ASNs)from [S-CUBE09] is proposed which can help to interprete the con-
cept of ASNs. Figure 4 , demonstrates the businces scope of Automotive
service network;the business domain is about an Automobile incorpora-
tion(Auto Inc) in South East of Asia which is a branch of a large enterprise
in Europe. Auto Inc includes a headquarter in Singapore, a manufacturing
factory in Vietnam, several distributed logistics providers and warehouses
in different countries.Besides, there are retailers who are the customers of
Auto Inc. The manufacturing factory imports the main parts from European
supplier and other parts such as seats , wheels etc. from regional suppliers.
After assembling the parts in the factory, Logistics providers distribute the
final product to warehouses and retailers.
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Figure 4- The business scope of Automotive service network from
[S-CUBE09]

Described situation includes ASNs because of the following reasons:

• The situation is totally business oriented which has a supply chain and
different organizations such as suppliers, retailers , delivery companies
are participating.

• It demonstrates a dynamic network in the sense that new retailers,
regional suppliers or delivery companies can be added to the network
as well as some of them can be removed, in response to changes ,
without affecting the main business process.
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• Involved participants collaborate with each other to achieve the final
goal which is producing automobile and offering the final product to
the customers. There exists contracts between members which is the
basis of their interactions.

• It is a relatively emergent network; for instance, as the manufacture
factory increases its requests the regional suppliers may call up another
collaboration parties; or Auto Inc may decide to offer its product in
more countries and add new parties to the network. So, the emergent
network will incrementally grow up.

• The business logic is distributed accross the network and there is no
centralized coordination; although the manufacturing factory acts as a
main organization and interacts with most of other parties it does not
coordinate the operation of the members; for instance, regional sup-
pliers themselves may have other suppliers and they interact without
interference of manufacturing factory.

• Information flow, dashed lines, act as intangible interactions between
participants; considering value network analysis they can positively
affect the entire business value.[Dubois]
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Table 3.1: Agile Service Networks definitions from literatures
Source Definition
[S-CUBE08] ASNs comprise large numbers of long-running, highly

dynamic complex end-to-end service interactions re-
flecting asynchronous message flows that typically
transcend several organizations and span geographi-
cal locations.

[ServiceScience10] Analyzes ASNs from the perspective of Social net-
works under a bigger umbrella, Service Science man-
agement and Design (SSMED).Describes ASNs as
flexible, dynamic service networks and the concept of
agility as an innovative response to an unpredictable
change.

[Dubois] A system of interconnected entities where:

• Each entity may be a company or different roles
in a company that are able to offer one or more
services.

• The connections among the entities define the
relationships among the partners. These con-
nections may reflect either tangible or intangible
value (in some cases even negative value) that is
exchanged as a side effect of relationship.

• The direction of the connections indicates the
source and destination of the value.

[FoSEC11] ASNs are an emergent paradigm envisioning col-
laborative and dynamic service interactions(network
edges) among global service-oriented applications(
network nodes)

[ICSE09] ASNs are the result of ‘open world assumption’ where
software services are composed in agile and highly fluid
service networks that are in fact systems of software
systems , operating in highly complex , distributed ,
dynamic and heterogeneous execution environments .

[S-CUBE09] Analyzes different industrial practices and concludes
ASNs should enable the composition of services with-
out the need for central orchestration; so believes that
ASNs describe the situations where the focus is not
on product-centric industries but where various actors
are involved as co-producers of peer to peer services.
It advocates that ASNs only deal with business sit-
uations where interactions between organizations are
required.
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